The Effect of Implant Angulation on the Transfer Accuracy of External-Connection Implants.
Accurate recording of implant location is required in every implant-supported prostheses. Implant angulation, which is inevitable in various clinical situations, could affect the impression accuracy. The purpose of this in vitro study was to compare the transfer accuracy of straight and tilted implants of All-on-4 protocol with implant or abutment level impression making and different techniques of direct and indirect. One reference model of edentulous maxilla with four external connection implants (Brånemark) inserted according to All-on-4 protocol was made. Forty impressions of this model were made at implant (groups 1 and 2) or abutment (groups 3 and 4) levels with different techniques of direct or indirect, respectively. Impressions were poured with type IV dental stone. Coordinate measuring machine was used to record x, y, and z coordinates and also angular dislocation of implants. These measurements were compared with the equals calculated on the reference model. Data were analyzed with univariate analysis of variance and t-test at α = 0.05. The results showed that abutment level impression making (groups 3 and 4), either with direct or indirect technique, produced the same results for straight and tilted implants of Δr variable (p > .05), though in implant level groups (groups 1 and 2), it was statistically significant (p < .05). However, only implant level impression making with direct technique (group 1) had the same results of angular accuracy for straight and tilted implants. Impression technique (direct or indirect) had significant effect on the impression accuracy of tilted implants, and direct technique produced less inaccuracy. Also, abutment level impressions showed more accuracy than implant level impressions.